Alkaline means
health!
Acids are chemical
compounds that neutralize
bases-alkaline. In our body
they mainly occur as a result
of the food that we eat and the
beverages that we drink and
our body exertion.

FAST

Professional

Active Hydrogen Gel

Active Hydrogen Professional
Gel with super saturated
hydrogen nano-bubbles
creates rich gel structure.
Alkaline(base) solutions
neutralize and remove
unnecessary acids from our
body.
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RECOVERY!
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THE MOST
POWERFUL
NATURAL
ANTIOXIDANT
MADE IN SERBIA
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healthy

Brand owner: EXECUTIVE PRO SOLUTIONS D.O.O. Belgrade, Serbia
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Manufacturer: 8.0 Ideal Balance d.o.o. Belgrade, Serbia

info@activehydrogenproducts.com
www.activehydrogenproducts.com

Eliminates pain
Reduces swelling
Speeds up recovery
process after injuries
Please read the METHOD OF USE!

Active Hydrogen Gel
Professional

Ingredients Tube 110ml
Aqua, acid complex, natural thickener, base complex, Mentha etheric oil,
Active Minerals Complex, Potassium Sorbate,
Metylchloroisothiazolinone/Methylisothiazolinone, Limonene.

Method of use
Apply on targeted - painful spot and leave it to dry. Repeat the process
several times (4-5).To avoid a feeling of tightness, wipe over targeted area
with wet hand. Avoid contact with eyes and mucosa.
Use within 30 days after opening the product.
Expiration date indicated on the edge of the tube.

Notification
In case of inflammations, acute and chronic symptoms it is recommended
to use the Active Hydrogen PROFESSIONAL Gel at least 2 times per day, in
the morning and evening, for several days.
The first results are visible after 3 days.
The product contains ingredients which may for some people cause skin
irritation. Active Hydrogen Gel contains Mentha eteric oil and Limonene.
We recommend sensitivity test prior to use.

Disclaimer
Claims and statements on this product, everything about it, do not
represent any diagnosis, treatment, prevention nor treatment of diseases
or conditions.

Sensitivity test
Apply a small amount of Active Hydrogen PROFESSIONAL Gel in the area
behind the ear or on the inside of the elbow or from the upper forearm
down to the palm. Rubin and leave to dry. If within 24 hours irritation,
redness, itching, swelling or other allergic reaction occurs, wash
immediately with plenty of water, stop using the product and consult a
physician.
Do not apply to open wounds or damaged skin. If you apply it to your face,
be sure to check your sensitivity by conducting the sensitivity test. Avoid
using near eyes area. Not to be taken orally.

Unlike many
antioxidant
products, which
can be found on
the market, and
which neutralize
all free radicals,
hydrogen is the
only one that
selectively
neutralizes only
those which are
harmful and
dangerous.

Normal
cell

Victim cell

Cell hyrdatation

Specially developed formula of Active Hydrogen PROFESSIONAL Gel is
highly rich with hydrogen nano-structure, which causes a reduced
average density and cluster water size thus makes it easier to
penetrate into the human cells.

Cell after
oxidative stress

Reduces and stops the inflammatory process
Electron

Antioxidant

Reduces and eliminates pain after injuries
and inflammations

Free radical

Hydrogen helps cells to create antioxidant enzymes-catalase, glutathione
peroxidase and superoxide dismutase - which naturally protect the body
from the damaging effects of free radicals.

Leads to a reduction and disappearance
swelling and bruising
Neutralize negative effects of excretion
of lactic acid in the muscles
Speeds up recovery process after injuries

